Sound & Public Address systems
The latest Behringer 1000watt Powered Speakers complete
with Stands and inbuilt MP3 player. Couldn’t be easier; simply
plug in your memory stick into the back of the speaker and Turn
Up the Music!!!!!, Or connect your laptop into the speaker and
you’re ready to go. Add up to four corded or wireless
Microphones and you have your announcements and Speeches
covered. Enough sound power for 20 – 500 people, suits any
venue, compact and simple to use. Delivery and setup included
in the price of hire.

VENUE LIGHTING AND SPECIAL EFFECTS
Lighting – Nothing dresses up a venue than speciality lighting. Whether you're after the classic mirror ball, the
latest in Lasers and LED effects, or pro-quality intelligent stage lighting, Tuross lighting has it – and at the best price on the
south coast.
If it's for a party in your backyard or fitting out a stunning wedding, our range and variety will meet and exceed your
needs. Our experts may even give you ideas you hadn't thought of yet.
Industry-leading brands like American DJ, Pure Reliability, and our exclusive Light Emotion label are stocked – meaning
there's choice, whatever your budget.

Lasers to excite the dance floor, special wall effects. Starbursts Lasers will set
the mood with millions of little stars & Butterflies on the dance floor for the
Wedding Waltz with a difference. Static or moving displays available, from
subtle backdrop to the raging full on dance floor display. Delivery and setup
included in hire price.

LED PARCANS- Turn your ceiling any colour you desire – Spot your tables from
above and slowly have them change colours, feature the bridal table, mood
light the walls, highlight the garden, a million reasons to use LED parcans. Set
them on automatic to change with the beat of the music on the dance floor.
Highlight the deck, entrance, walkway, bridle table or speech area.

Strobes Bring back the eighties !!! these strobe lights are powerful enough to
have your party or wedding Rocking – Imagine entering through a cloud of
smoke with strobes silhouetting you both, strobes give that futuristic mood
when combined with our smoke & mist machines. Slow strobe your trees
around the venue for that extra special touch, the limitation are endless.
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